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Shoo-Fly Block!!!!

We are going to construct it a little differently to the ‘traditional’ way so that the
blocks can be trimmed to size once done! (Please leave them Untrimmed when
sending!)
You can go as scrappy as you like with these – you may like to use just two colours
in each block or lots of colours. You basically need a light and dark, or two colours
that contrast so that you can see the design.
Cutting:
Colour 1 – dark blues in the sample block
Cut 1 @ 3 ½” square
Cut 4 @ 3” squares
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Background – floral print in the sample block
Cut 8 @ 3 ½” squares
Construction:
Rule a line diagonally on the reverse of the 3” squares.
If you squint you can just make it out in the pictures - Sorry!

(Totally optionally – you could rule a second line ½” from the diagonal line. This
would mean you can stitch on both and use the leftover half square triangle sets for
something else!)
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Place one of the 3” squares over the corner of one of the 3 ½” background squares.
Stitch across the diagonal line.

Now, if you have drawn your second line stitch those lines as well.
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This is what your squares will look like on the back with your two rows of stitching.

Cut between the two lines and press toward the darker colour.
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Now you have your nine squares ready so sew together just like a nine patch.
Layout these pieces with the remaining 3 ½” squares to make the block. Join the
rows horizontally.

If you sewed the extra line and cut away your mini half square triangles this is what
you have a bonus pinwheel perhaps?
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Just as with your nine patch alternate which way you iron your seems. Press the
seam allowances on the top and bottom row toward the middle, in the centre row
press them outwards.

Your three rows are ready to sew together.
on't forget to pin as you were shown in the 9 Patch Tutorial so that your seams like
up nicely.
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Join the rows to make the block!

How easy was that?

